THE UNUSUALS RANGE
idea to installation

The Unusuals range of laminate flooring, new and exclusive
to Lansdowne Boards, offers something completely unique in
laminate flooring. Made in France, this range of high quality
laminate flooring is changing the way we look at laminates,
taking classic designs and reinventing them in a modern and
contemporary way. Offered in three exclusive designs:
Herringbone Parqet, Ladder Parquet and Mixed-Width Planks.

technical characteristics
•
•
•
•
•

12mm thickness
4 bevelled edges (2 bevels for the Ladder)
Wear & Use Rating 23/33 (Suitable for
domestic/commercial use)
Resistance to Abrasion AC6 (Suitable for
commercial use/heavy traffic)
Resistance to Impact IC3

LADDER
PARQUET
the regal ladder parquet, ideal for large rooms

A classic design, reinvented. The regal ladder parquet design is ideal for large rooms, reminiscent of an English country
manor, this floor conjures up pictures of Downton Abbey or Pride and Prejudice, a truly stunning and unique floor. The
long ladder planks are bevelled on two sides, heightening the perspective in your room. Available in Alicante.

TECH
SPECS

	   Plank size:		
	  Plank thickness:
   m²2 per box:		
	   Planks per box:

640mm x 143mm | 1286mm x 122mm
12mm
1.19 m2² | 0.941 m2²
13 | 6

INSTALLATION TIPS:

The ladder design is created using the Herringbone Parquet planks (left & right) and the long ladder plank, bevelled on
two sides. Lay your flooring in the direction of the longest side of your room.

LADDER PARQUET CODES:

Range Description					Colour			The Unusuals SKU

The Unusuals Ladder Parquet				Alicante		FLR12CRTALDLADD
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Right		
Alicante		
FLR12CRTALDKR
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Left 		
Alicante		
FLR12CRTALDKLF

floor layout example using the long ladder planks and herringbone right and left
Ladder Parquet | Alicante

HERRINGBONE
PARQUET
a classic design reinvented in a modern and durable way

Another classic completely reinvented in a modern and durable way! The Unusuals herrinbone parquet laminate floor is a
beautiful, durable, easy to lay floor in a timeless design. Available in Alicante and Vicence.

TECH
SPECS

	   Plank size:		
	  Plank thickness:
   m²2 per box:		
	   Planks per box:

640mm x 143mm
12mm
1.19 m2²
13

INSTALLATION TIPS:

Take a look at the laying instructions in our installation
guide, you can either buy premade starter triangles or make
your own (as pictured highlighted in grey) to start the
installation of your floor.

floor layout example using the herringbone parquet with preset triangles

HERRINGBONE PARQUET CODES:

Range Description					Colour			The Unusuals SKU
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Right		
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Left 		
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Right		
The Unusuals Herringbone Parquet Left 		

Herringbone Parquet | Alicante

Vicence		
Vicence		
Alicante		
Alicante		

FLR12CRTVICLR
FLR12CRTVICLL
FLR12CRTALDKR
FLR12CRTALDKLF

Herringbone Parquet | Vicence

172 mm
122 mm

214 mm

MIXED WIDTH PLANKS

combining 3 widths to create something unique, a modern classic

Combining three thicknesses into one unique design: 122mm, 172mm and 214mm panels
create something contemporary and beautiful, a modern classic, not seen before in a laminate
floorW. Available in Alicante and Vincenze.

TECH
SPECS

	   Plank size:		
	  Plank thickness:
   m²2 per box:
	   Planks per box:

1286mm x 122mm | 1286mm x 172mm | 1286mm x 214mm
12mm
0.941 m² | 1.327 m² | 1.651 m²
6|6|6

INSTALLATION TIPS:

floor layout example using 3 widths

Lay your flooring in the direction of the longest side of your room. Every three rows you should alternate the plank width.

MIXED WIDTH PLANKS CODES:

Range Description					Colour			The Unusuals SKU
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Large		
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Extra Large		
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Extra Extra Large
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Large		
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Extra Large		
The Unusuals Mixed Width Parque Extra Extra Large

Mixed Width Parquet | Alicante

Vicence		
Vicence		
Vicence		
Alicante		
Alicante		
Alicante		

FLR12CRTVICLG
FLR12CRTVICXL
FLR12CRTVICXXL
FLR12CRTALDKLG
FLR12CRTALDKXL
FLR12CRTALDKXXL

Mixed Width Parquet | Vicenze

THINKING ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT
Not only is our new range of Unusuals flooring beautiful, it’s also environmentally friendly. They
are as committed as we are to minimising their impact on the environment.
All of the Unusuals flooring is PEFC certified meaning that all wood used in the production of
their flooring is sourced from sustainable forests. It is also E1 certified, ensuring limited use of
formaldehyde, and carries the CE declaration of conformity certification.
The flooring is also certified by EPA (U.S Environmental Protection Agency) as Class A+
flooring. This rating system shows the amount of formaldehyde released by timber products
into your home; it is measured on a scale from A+ to C. A+ means The Unusuals flooring has
the lowest possible emissions of formaldehyde meaning their flooring is as safe as can be for
you and your family.

